A simple method to overcome the interference of hemoglobin in the detection of reporter genes in vivo.
The determination of chemiluminescent intensity of reporter gene expression in vivo is generally disturbed by the presence of hemoglobin. Current methods consist in using perfusion to eliminate blood from investigated tumors or organs. In this work we propose a simple method to overcome this difficulty. The method consists in establishing an absorbance-dependence plot of the ratio R% = phi/phi(0) between the chemiluminescent intensities measured when hemoglobin is present or absent. For every measurement of the luminescent intensity phi on sample containing blood, if the absorbance A of the hemoglobin is determined, it allows one to have the intensity ratio R% which in turn gives the corrected intensity phi(0) when the absorption by hemoglobin is eliminated. The method is particularly adapted for comparative measurements of transfection levels in tumors where perfusion cannot be easily performed.